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Introduction to web technology 

Three tier/ n-tier  architecture of web 
multitier architecture (often referred to as n-tier architecture) is a client–server architecture in which 
presentation, application processing, and data management functions are physically separated. The 
most widespread use of multitier architecture is the three-tier architecture. 
 
N-tier application architecture provides a model by which developers can create flexible and reusable 
applications. By segregating an application into tiers, developers acquire the option of modifying or 
adding a specific layer, instead of reworking the entire application. A three-tier architecture is typically 
composed of a presentation tier, a domain logic tier, and a data storage tier. 

 
In the web development field, three-tier is often used to refer to websites, commonly electronic 
commerce websites, which are built using three tiers: 
 

1. A front-end web server serving static content, and potentially some cached dynamic content. In 
web based application, Front End is the content rendered by the browser. The content may be 
static or generated dynamically. 

2. A middle dynamic content processing and generation level application server, for example Ruby 
on Rails, Java EE, ASP.NET, PHP, ColdFusion, Perl, Python platform. 

3. A back-end database or data store, comprising both data sets and the database management 
system software that manages and provides access to the data. 
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Web services and how it is different from web site? 
Web services are XML-based information exchange systems that use the Internet for direct application-
to-application interaction. These systems can include programs, objects, messages, or documents. For 
example, a client invokes a web service by sending an XML message, then waits for a corresponding XML 
response. As all communication is in XML, web services are not tied to any one operating system or 
programming language--Java can talk with Perl; Windows applications can talk with Unix applications. 
 
Web services are self-contained, modular, distributed, dynamic applications that can be described, 
published, located, or invoked over the network to create products, processes, and supply chains. These 
applications can be local, distributed, or web-based. Web services are built on top of open standards 
such as TCP/IP, HTTP, Java, HTML, and XML. 
 
The basic web services platform is XML + HTTP. All the standard web services work using the following 
components 

 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to transfer a message 

 UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) to locate web service upon request 

 WSDL (Web Services Description Language) to describe availability of service over internet 
 
Example 
Consider a order processing system. The processing logic for this system is written in Java and resides on 
a Solaris machine, which also interacts with a database to store information. 
The steps to perform this operation are as follows: 

1. The client program bundles the account registration information into a SOAP message. 
2. This SOAP message is sent to the web service as the body of an HTTP POST request. 
3. The web service unpacks the SOAP request and converts it into a command that the application 

can understand. 
4. The application processes the information as required and responds with a new unique account 

number for that customer. 
5. Next, the web service packages the response into another SOAP message, which it sends back to 

the client program in response to its HTTP request. 
6. The client program unpacks the SOAP message to obtain the results of the account registration 

process. 
 
How it is different from website? 

 Website provide as well present information where as web services provides information but 
have no instructions to present data which again depends upon website (in which it is 
integrated) to present it. 

 HTML used in website is to represent data where as main language of web service is XML used 
for identify, transform and organize data. 

 Web service is invoked through website interface. 

 Website can be collection of web services. 

 Yahoo is website but search service on yahoo is web service. 
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GET v/s POST 

Topic Get Post 

Sent via query strings (name/value pairs) is sent in the URL of 
a GET request  

Query strings is sent by means 
of header created by form  

Ex /test/demo_form.asp?name1=value1&name2=value2  POST /test/demo_form.asp 
HTTP/1.1 
Host: xyz.com 
name1=value1&name2=value2  

Caching GET requests can be cached They are never cached  

Browser 
history 

GET requests remain in the browser history POST requests do not remain 
in the browser history 

Bookmark GET requests can be bookmarked They can not be bookmarked  

Sensitivity GET requests should never be used when dealing 
with sensitive data 

Use to send sensitive data  

Length GET requests have length restrictions No length restrictions  

Preference GET requests should be used only to retrieve data Useful for sending and 
retrieving sensitive data  

Reloading  Pressing/reload back button of browser makes no 
changes  

Reloads whole data/ resubmit 
the data  

Visibility  Data is visible in the url  Data not visible in url  

Modifieable  User can manually change the data  User can not manually change 
the data  
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Need of the web server and how to administrate web server? 
Web servers are computers that deliver (serves up) Web pages. Every Web server has an IP address and 
possibly a domain name. For example, if we enter the URL http://www.xyz.com/index.html in your 
browser, this sends a request to the Web server whose domain name is xyz.com. The server then 
fetches the page named index.html and sends it to browser. 
 
The primary function of a web server is to store, process and deliver web pages to clients. The 
communication between client and server takes place using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 
Pages delivered are most frequently HTML documents, which may include images, style sheets and 
scripts in addition to text content. Web server can receive submitted web forms, uploaded media files 
from user side. 
 
A user agent, commonly a web browser or web crawler, initiates communication by making a request 
for a specific resource using HTTP and the server responds with the content of that resource or an error 
message if unable to do so. The resource is typically a real file on the server's secondary storage, but this 
is not necessarily the case and depends on how the web server is implemented. 
 
Many generic web servers also support server-side scripting using Active Server Pages (ASP), PHP, or 
other scripting languages. This means that the behavior of the web server can be scripted in separate 
files, while the actual server software remains unchanged.  
 
Any computer can be turned into a Web server by installing server software and connecting the machine 
to the Internet. There are many Web server software applications, including public domain software and 
commercial packages, such as Apache by Apache, IIS by Microsoft, nginx by NGINX, Inc., GWS by Google. 
 
The performance of web server depends upon its load. Beyond load capacity performance degrades. 
Internet connection speed, no of client request currently under process, no of connections server can 
handle, OS are the key factors in load capacity of web server. 
 
How to administrate a web server? 
Web server administrator is a person in charge of web server. His works includes, 

 Maintaining user accounts, 

 Providing security to web server from unauthorized users and uses by having good firewall 
installed and maintained, 

 creating and analyzing log files on web server to improve performance of web server as log files 
contains failure information of server from time to time, 

 managing content of web server and so on 
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Issues in web designing. 

 Image handling: images embedded in web page have different types, size and resolution. Big 
size images with less resolution will provide difficult view of image, while high resolution image 
will occupy large data space and hence large bandwidth while loading of web page. Hence good 
resolution and quickly loading image is the requirement. Ex. BMP images do not provide good 
resolution while zoomed in compare to PNG images 

 Cross browser compatibility: tags and web language specific feature incorporated in web site by 
designer with a particular web browser in mind may generate undesired result in another or 
older version of web browsers as they may not support the feature needed. Ex. <marquee> tag 
of HTML language is not supported by Firefox browser, client side XML is not supported by 
Chrome browser. 

 Deprecation of language specific details: some of the web language specific features which 
were supported in previous version of language or web server software may be deprecated in 
current version hence undesired result. Ex. MySQL functions are deprecated in web server with 
APACHE server with PHP5 with MySQLi 

 Web site developed as per web designer: web site and its details are designed to be 
understood by web designer but not the layman or intended user. 

 Layout of website: now days website can be opened on various devices of different screen size,  
different types of browser, different types of devices such as mobile, laptop, tab, PCs. Hence the 
website designed with specific device in mind may fail in another. Ex. Many of the websites 
provides mobile version as well as desktop version  

 Java required: Applet may be malicious and it has to be download on client side to run, hence 
create security issues.  

 Cookie support required: some browser or some user may block cookie from browser settings 
for security purpose, hence cookie specific functionality of web page will fail.  

 Inconsistent, broken, long link: asking user to remember or type long URL instead of short one 
makes user getting out of that web site. Also inconsistent link designing such as writing links by 
designer for same things on each web page may create inconstancy after change in any one 
page link. Not removing links pointing to deleted document from web server will hamper user 
experience with web site. 

 Plug ins required: external plug ins required to open content of webpage may be irritating or 
time consuming for web user. Ex. Downloading new Flash player plug in every time of different 
web pages designed in different versions of Flash is time consuming as it requires to download 
large size plug in 

 Server specific: some feature provided by old hosting server may get fail on new hosting server 
as there may be configuration differences between them. 

 Redesigning old website: redesigning old website with new feature but keeping some old part 
of website as it is may create undesired results. Ex. Keeping program structure of old website 
and redesign it with new feature may create conflict 

 Time to load and download: bigger the size of media embedded in web page, larger the time 
and bandwidth require to download on client side. Ex. Having Flash slide show instead of PNG 
image slideshow 
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Client side programming v/s server side programming. 

Topic Client side scripting Server side scripting 

Script runs at Browser Server 

Target machine Local computer (client side) Server computer 

Script transfer Transferred to local computer from 
server and then run script 

No transfer of script but result 

Language support Browser needs to support scripting 
language 

Server have all needed 
software, client side need only 
browser to display result 

Security risk Client side do not have adequate 
security software 

Server have all security 
measures hence no harm to 
client 

Enabled at browser 
level 

If script run is disabled in browser 
settings then will be blocked 

Can’t be controlled by browser 
settings 

Pop up Pop up at browser to ask for permission 
to run 

No pop up of permission to run 
at browser, transparent 

Database access No Yes if server have RDMBS 
software installed 

Dynamic content Not possible as no database access Yes 

Interactive web pages No Yes 

Languages JavaScript PHP, JSP, Servlet, ASP.net 

Database support No MySQL, JDBC, Oracle, Access, 
PlSQL and so on 

Customize response No based on the user's 
requirements, access rights, or 
queries into data stores 
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URL and DNS 
URL? 
It stands for Uniform Resource Locator. Uniform in the sense it is same for whole world. Resource 
means file of any type, may be html, doc, pdf, audio, video or any other. Locator in the sense which 
gives access to specified file from any location in the world via internet. The file stored on server and it is 
accessed via internet to local computer using some protocol such as HTTP. URL of any file is displayed on 
address bar of browser. 
 
URL parts? 
Ex URL  
http://www.mhssce.ac.in/ACADEMIC/it.php 
URL composed of  

 Internet protocol using which one can access file ex. HTTP 

 Internet address of the host computer ex. www.mhssce.ac.in 

 Directory path on the host computer ex. ACADEMIC 

 Name of the file to access ex. it.php 
General syntax of URL 
transfer_protocol://server_name.domain/directory/subdirectory/filename.filetype 
 
URL parts explained? 
Transfer Protocol: Protocol specifies how the file has to be transferred from host to local computer 
browser. They are standard by web governing body such as ANSI. Followed by :// symbol. 
Ex. HTTP, FTP 
serverName.domainName: it is an address of the server (host computer) which specifies location of the 
host. Most host name consist of name of server, top level domain, country code, Directory and 
subdirectories (path name). File is stored on server in some directory. So this specifies actual file path as 
that of the local file path. If no path is specified then file is located in root directory. 
fileName.fileType 
Optional part, if not present then index file is accessed 
 
DNS? 
It stands for Domain Name Space. Computer can understand numbers better while human can 
understand letters better. Each computer in network has some unique number for identification called 
as IP address. Domain refers to logical name for computer or group of computers. Domain Name System 
is mechanism to convert the logical name (domain name) to IP address for locating host computer(s). 
Domain Name Space is hierarchical and logical tree of domain names. Each node of tree can be leaf 
(zero) or more resource records. The internet is divided in number of top level domains. Each of them 
has several other hosts and hence may be further divided into sub-domains, which may be further 
classified. Top most domains are classified into Generic and Countries domain. 
Generic domains such as com (commercial org), edu (educational org), gov (government org), mil 
(military org), org (non commercial org), net (networking org) 
Country domains such as in, uk, us 
So domain name as mhssce.ac.in means Domain : mhssce, Top level domain : in, Second level domain : 
ac (come under the governance of NIC.ac.in) 
 
 


